The goal of discussed Optimal valid partitioning (OVP) method is discovering of regularities describing effect of explanatory variables on outcome value. OVP method is based on searching partitions of explanatory variables space with best possible separation of objects with different levels of outcome variable. Optimal partitions are searched inside several previously defined families by empirical (training) datasets. Random permutation tests are used for assessment of statistical validity and optimization of used models complexity. Additional mathematical tools that are aimed at improving performance of OVP approach are discussed. They include methods for evaluating structure of found regularities systems and estimating importance of explanatory variables. Paper also represents variant of OVP technique that allows to compare effects of explanatory variables on outcome in different groups of objects.
INTRODUCTION
Assessment of explanatory variables effects on outcome is one of the most important tasks in many researches. Various pattern recognition or regression methods may be used for this purpose. Let note that the main goal of recognition and regression techniques is best prediction of Y by explanatory variables. Best forecasting ability may be achieved for some set of selected informative regressors but other variables are ignored in corresponding solving rule. But for many purposes it is interesting to describe possibly all statistically valid effects of explanatory variables on Y that exist in dataset. Such task may be partly solved with the help of statistical tests or ANOVA. However goal of statistical tests is evaluation of validity of existing correlations or differences between groups of observations. So additional tools are needed that would allow to recover and describe efficiently statistically valid dependencies.
One of possible approaches is searching such subregions of explanatory variables space where levels of dependent variable Y decline significantly from Y mean in whole dataset or at least in neighbor subregions. Tasks of this type may be solved with the help of classification or regression trees (Breiman et al., 1984) including classification trees that implement bivariate partitioning (Lubinsky, 1994; Kim and Loh, 2004) or with the help of logical regularities techniques (Ryazanov, 2007; Kovshov et al., 2008) . Let note that trees methods usually implement splits that in the best way improve capability of recognition or forecasting. At that some alternative splits are omitted. So search of regularities is not exhaustive.
In present paper Optimal valid partitioning (OVP) approach is discussed that is aimed at revealing regularities in datasets that are associated with effect of variables 1 , , n X X … on outcome variable Y . This approach is based on searching partitions of explanatory variables space X R with best possible separation of objects with different levels of outcome variable Y (Senko and Kuznetsova, 1998 , 2006 , 2009 Assessment of statistical validity is based on resampling procedures that are known as random permutation test (Ernst, 2004; Abdolell et al., 2002) . 
ANALYSIS OF REGULARITIES SYSTEMS
Experiments with real data demonstrated high information value of γ -indices.
Another approach that allow to asses structure of found regularities systems is based on evaluating mutual distances between regularities. At that distance A B S S . The described method was used in task of evaluating influence of genetic factors on discirculatory encephalopathy (DEP) severity (Kostomarova et al., 2011) . Deviations between effects of explanatory variables on DEP severity in groups of patients with different variants of gene coding angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) were analyzed. In this study Y was binary variable indicating to what stage of severity was attributed each case of DEP by method of computer diagnostics. 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN EFFECTS IN GROUPS

CONCLUSIONS
Thus new techniques were represented that are aimed at improving performance of OVP method. The represented methods allow to asses structure of regularities systems in high-dimensional tasks and to estimate contribution of each single variable. Also variant of OVP method was discussed that allows to compare effects of explanatory variables on outcome in different groups of objects. An example concerning using of this technique in clinical and genetic researches was considered. The represented methods may be used in various data analysis tasks.
